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The rates of the phase relaxations due to the Raman scattering of phonons and the interaction of the
optical center with flipping two-level systems (TLS) have been calculated for the Do- Fo line of the Eu +

and Sm~+ ions in solids, by taking into account the mxing between the 4f states (Jmixing) through the
static crystal-field potential. The results have been compared with the previously reported experimental
data on the wavelength dependence of the homogeneous width of the inhomogeneously broadened Dp-

Fo transition of Eu + and Sm + in several kinds of glasses at various temperatures. It has been found
that the experimental data in the temperature region above about 10 K, where the homogeneous width
shows nearly quadratic temperature dependence, are accounted for well, by assuming that the homo-
geneous width of this transition in glasses is dominated by the two-phonon Raman process in the Fo
state, which occurs via the M&=0 component of the F2 manifold mixed into Fo through the axial
second-order crystal-field potential. On the other hand, the above wavelength dependence observed in
the Eu'+-doped silicate glass at liquid-He temperature can be explained well by the calculation based on
the interpretation that the difference between the permanent electric dipole moments in the Do and Fo
states of the rare-earth ion which interacts with TLS is caused by the J mixing. In addition, the proba-
bility of the one-phonon Fo- Fl absorption process has been calculated. The mixing of the Fz state
into Fo and Fl by the second-order crystal-field components is shown to play an essential role in this
process.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last two decades, a large number of studies
have been made on the homogeneous spectral widths and
shapes of the optical electronic transitions of paramag-
netic ions and dye molecules in glassy materials from
both experimental and theoretical points of view. ' These
studies are important for the clarification of the dephas-
ing mechanism of optical centers in glasses, because in-
formation on this mechanism is obtainable from the
homogeneous spectra.

Since the beginning of this field, it has been found that
the homogeneous width Avh, varies with energy within
the inhomogeneous absorption profile of the Do- Fo
transition of the Eu + ion in several kinds of glasses at
various temperatures. It has been pointed out that the
Eu + ion in the stronger crystal field has the larger
homogeneous width. Furthermore, Morgan's group ex-
plained the above phenomenon, assuming that hvh, is
proportional to the square of the coupling coefficient be-
tween the Eu ion and the two-level systems (TLS} and
that the coupling strength is stronger at the Eu + site
with a stronger crystal field. However, their explanation
was fairly qualitative.

Several theories ' ' have shown that the nearly quad-
ratic temperature dependence of hv» observed for the
Do- Fo transition in various Eu +-doped glasses in a

very wide temperature range above about 10 K (Refs.
3,5,9—11) can be explained by the relaxation due to the
two-phonon Raman process. On the other hand, the
linear temperature dependence of Avh, has been ob-

served for the same transition of Eu + in silicate glasses
between 0.4 and 4.2 K by transient hole burning ' and
between 1.6 and 7 K by photon echoes. " This tempera-
ture dependence is consistent with the dependence de-
rived by several authors ' ' on the basis of the interac-
tion of the optically active center with the TLS. Yano
and co-workers" have recently shown that contributions
from both the two-phonon Raman process and the in-
teraction between the Eu + ion and the TLS are impor-
tant in explaining the quadratic temperature dependence
observed between 10 and 40 K for the Do- Fo transition
of the Eu + ion in a pure silicate glass fiber.

In this paper, we report a detailed analysis of the ener-

gy dependence of Av„ in the Do- Fo transition of the
Eu + and Sm + ions in glasses. Recently, it has been
proved by our group' ' that J mixing, i.e., the mixing
between the 4f states through the static crystal-field po-
tential, contributes dominantly to the fluorescence inten-
sity and the inhomogeneous broadening of the Do- Fo
transition of the Eu + ion in oxide glasses. In Sec. II, we
calculate the probabilities of the phase relaxation due to
the Raman process of phonons in the Fp and Do states,
and the homogeneous width of the Do-Fo transition due
to the electric dipole-dipole interaction between the Eu +

ion and the TLS, by taking into account the J-mixing
effect. The results account well for the energy depen-
dence of hvh, of the Do- Fo transition in glasses. Fur-
thermore, in Sec. III, we discuss the effect of the static
crystal field on the one-phonon Fo- F, absorption pro-
cess, which has been shown to determine the homogene-
ous width of the same transition of Eu + in YA103 crys-
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tais. Up to now, many researchers have investigated the
homogeneous width (or the hole width in the hole-
burning experiment) or the optical dephasing rate of the
f-f transition of rare-earth-doped materials. '

To our knowledge, however, this is the first study to in-
vestigate the contribution of J mixing to the dephasing
relaxation in that sort of transition.

The Sm + ion has the same 4f electron configuration
as Eu +, and the structure of the low-energy electronic
energy levels and their wave functions are almost the
same between these ions. Therefore, most of the analy-
ses made for the Eu + ion are also applicable to the case
of Sm +.

The Dp- Fp line of Eu + and the isoelectronic Sm + in
the crystalline and glassy materials is simple without de-
generacy and usually shows much narrower homogene-
ous width compared with the inhomogeneous one, espe-
cially at low temperatures . Therefore, much interest has
been focused on this line of Eu +- and Sm +-doped ma-
terials from the viewpoint of practical applications to
wavelength-selective optical memory devices.
Our results provide useful information for the develop-
rnent of materials for these applications.

II. ANALYSIS
OF THE WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE

GF THE HOMOGENEOUS WIDTH
OF THE Do- Fo TRANSITION IN GLASSES

A. Dephasing due to the two-phonon Rarnan process

Here, V'"' is the nth-order expansion coefticient of V with
respect to c. We have used the long-wavelength approxi-
mation for phonons and assumed that V'"' (n ~ 1) are in-
dependent of the modes of phonons. In this expression,
V' ' represents the static crystal-field potential, and it
does not contribute to the phonon-induced relaxation
directly. The one-phonon absorption and emission
(direct processes) arise from the first-order perturbation
due to the second term, while the Rarnan process occurs
due to the V'"c. term in second order and also due to the
V' 'c, term in first order. Thus the probabilities of the
two-phonon Raman process in the Fp and Dp states in-
clude the following two types of matrix elements of V"'
and V"'""

( g ) —(4f62S+1L
~

V(2)~4f 6 2S+1L ) (2)

~

&4f'"+'L., ~

V"'~m ) ~'
&B)=

&2s+1& E( Lo)—E(m)+wzmW Lo

(3)

Here (S,L) is (2,D) for Do and (3,F) for Fo, and E(m)

In this section, we calculate the probabilities of the
two-phonon Raman scattering in the Fp and Dp states
of the Eu + and Sm + ions. Let us express the interac-
tion of the rare-earth ion with the host lattice in terms of
a power series of the dynamical strain c, due to the lattice
vibration as follows:

v= v' '+ v'"E+ v' '6 +

and w are the energy of the electronic state m of the
Eu or Sm + ion in solids and the phonon energy, re-
spectively. Since the energy separation between the 4f
states is not so small compared with the phonon energy,
we have neglected the case that the initial and final states
of the two-phonon Raman transition are di6'erent. We
expand V' ' and V'"'(n ~ 1) as

V"'= y V„"'=y yB„,C„,(8, , y, )
k kiq i

(4)

with

V'"'= g g Vkq'Ckq(8, , $; ),
k, q i

Ckq(8, 0;)= 4m

2k+1

2
V(1) 2

75[E( F())—E( F2)] q=
(6)

Here we have neglected the mixing within the F2 mani-
fold by the static crystal-field potential and also the ener-
gies w& of the phonons which contribute to the homo-

where 1'kq(8;, P;) is the q component of the kth-order
spherical harmonics, (r;, 8;,P;) is the position of the ith
4f electron of the rare-earth ion, and Bk is the kth-order
crystal-field parameter.

We first adopt the wave functions without the J mixing
for the Fp and Dp states. Then the matrix element
( 3 ) vanishes. We consider only the 4f configuration
states as the intermediate state m of the expression (3),
because the states of the other electron configurations are
far from the Fp and Dp states in energy. In this case,
(B ) is nonzero for the intermediate state m with even J.
Among all the phonon Raman processes in the Fp and
Dp states, the probability of the Raman scattering in the
Fp state through the intermediate state of F2 is con-

sidered to be largest for the following two reasons. The
first is that the absolute value of the matrix
element (4f [ F]O~C2 ~4f [ F]2) is larger than
those of (4f [ F]O~Ckq~4f [ F]z) (J=k=4, 6) and
(4f [ D]O~Ckq~4f [ D]z) (J=k =2,4). Here [. ]
denotes that the quantities in the square brackets are not
good quantum numbers because of the mixing within the
4f electron configuration states through the spin-orbit
interaction. The second is that the F2- Fp energy sepa-
ration is smaller than the F~- Fo, F6- Fp, and DJ
(J =2,4) Do separations-. (See Fig. 1 for the energy lev-
els due to the 4f electron configuration of the Eu + and
Sm + ions. ) Thus we consider only the contribution from
the Raman process in the Fp state through the inter-
mediate state F2. In the following, we make calculations
by regarding the Fz states in a free-ion state as pure
Russell-Saunders states, because, according to Ofelt, the
I.-S coupling holds fairly well for the Fz states of the
Eu + and Sm + ions. Then, in the case of +'I.&= Fp
and m = F2, (B ) is calculated as
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Here we have neglected the higher-order terms of the
second-order crystal-field parameters. We may put
B2+ &

=0 in expressions (7) and (8},because the point sym-
metry of the Eu + or Sm + ion site in glasses under con-
sideration is C„C2, or C2, .' ' ' ' Thus, the probabili-
ty of the Raman scattering of phonons in the Fp state is
obtained, using Eqs. (6) and (9), as

2
8'R = 256m (2) (2) (2)

5625k 62p
~20 B20X+(B22~2—2 + 2 —2 +22

2

, 6
, ', 5

. 4
. --3 7 p J

with

+ g iV~2"
l

Y' D( ro) dw
2

(10)

-. -2
1'0 and

X=(n& —l, n„+lie in&, n„&

FIG. 1. Diagram of the energy levels due to the 4f electron
configuration of the Eu + ion. The L& and G& multiplets,
which lie between the 'D3 and 'D4 states, are omitted in this di-
agram. The structure of the electronic energy levels of Sm + is
the same as this diagram, although the energy separations be-
tween the levels of Sm + are smaller than those of Eu +. The
numbers in the diagram represent the inner quantum numbers J
of the F& and 'DJ multiplets.

geneous width of the Do Fo transi-tion in expression (3)
under the assumption that they are much smaller than
the Fz- Fo energy separation, E( F2)-E( Fo)( —1000
cm ').

Next, we take into account the J-mixing effect in the
calculation. Although J=2,4, 6 states admix into the
J=0 state by the even-parity components of the crystal-
field potential, we neglect the J mixing for the Dp state
and consider only the mixing of the F2 state into Fp for
the same reasons that we mentioned above. Then the
wave function and the energy of the Fp state are written,
by the perturbation calculation, respectively, as

14m'['F. ] &
= 14m'['F]. &

2

( —1)~B l4f [7F] m =q&.
156

(7)

and

4 2

E(4f [ Fo])=E0( Fo)— g lB~ l

2P q= —2

where Eo( +'LJ) and b,zz. are the energy of the +'Lz
state at a free-ion state and the energy separation between
the FJ and FJ. states, respectively, and Mz is the inner
magnetic quantum number. The matrix element ( A & for
(S,L)= (3,F) is calculated, using the wave function of Eq.
(7), as

(9)

Y= &nq —Il&lnz && n„+ 11&1 n„&.

Here D (w ) is the density of states of phonons. Further-
more, h and n, (a =A.,p) are the Planck constant and the
occupation number of the phonon of mode a, which has
the energy w~, respectively. In expression (10), we have
assumed that the energy separation between the F2 and
Fo manifolds in solids, E( F2)-E( Fo), in expression (6)

is equal to that at a free-ion state, 52p. On the other
hand, the probability of the two-phonon Raman scatter-
ing in the Dp state is much smaller than that in the Fp
state, as is obvious from the above discussions. Accord-
ingly, the homogeneous width of the Dp- Fp transition
of Eu + and Sm + in glasses is considered to be deter-
mined by Eq. (10).

Morgan and his co-workers found that the homogene-
ous width within the inhomogeneous profile of the
Dp- Fp transition of the Eu + ion in various oxide

glasses is linearly correlated with the transition energy at
room temperature. This transition energy is expressed as

E( Do Fo)=Eo( Do) —Eo( Fo)

+ ~
(B' +~lB

7552P
(13)

where Eo( Do) and Eo( Fo) are the energies of the Do
and Fp states in a free-ion state, respectively. In this ex-
pression, the energy of the Dp state has been approxi-
mated by the free-ion energy, because it is theoretically
predicted to be insensitive to the crystal-field perturba-
tion for the same reasons that were mentioned above.
Further, lBz2l is almost constant for various Eu + ion
sites in oxide glasses. ' ' ' Therefore, the site depen-
dence of the Dp- Fp energy separation is determined
mainly by the axial second-order crystal-field parameter
B2p. As far as the wavelengths of the phonons that con-
tribute effectively to expression (10) are much longer than
the separations between the Eu + ion and the surround-
ing oxygens, we may consider that the density of states of
such phonons is almost independent of the magnitude of
the crystal field acting on the Eu + ion in oxide glasses.
Then the above experimental result is explained well by
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Eq. (10), provided that the absolute value of the first term
in

~

.
~

of this equation is large enough compared with
those of the other terms and that the variation of V2p'

with the Eu + ion site is negligible. In short, the experi-
mental data are interpreted as follows: The homogeneous
width of the Dp- Fp line in oxide glasses is dominated, at
high temperatures, by the two-phonon Raman process
which occurs via the F2 component, mixed into the Fp
state through the axial second-order crystal-field poten-
tial. Furthermore, the Fp state is pushed downward by
the crystal-field mixing of F2. Since both of the two-
phonon Raman rate and the energy shift of the Fp state
are proportional to B2p, there exists a linear relation be-
tween Av» and the Fp- Dp transition energy. In the
case of Eu + in calcium metaphosphate glass, some devi-
ation from the linear relation has been observed. This
can also be explained by Eq. (10) by considering that the
second and third terms in

~

. are not negligible.
In the above discussion, we have neglected the J-

mixing effect for (B). This approximation is considered
to be good, because the contribution of the J mixing to
the expression (3) is small compared with (8 ) of Eq. (6).
We have not considered the crystal-field-induced mixing
within the I'2 manifold in deriving Eq. (6). When the
point symmetry of the Eu + ion site is sufIIciently low,
such as in the case of glassy host, this mixing is caused by
the second- and fourth-order components of the static
crystal-field potential. Thus the third term of .

~
in

Eq. (10) depends on these crystal-field components. How-
ever, the effect of the mixture within the F2 manifold is
estimated to be too small to explain the relation between
the transition energy and Av» of the Dp- Fp line.

Huber calculated Av» of the impurity ion in silicate
glass due to the two-phonon Raman process in the tem-
perature range of 10—300 K using the distribution of
nonacoustic low-frequency phonon modes obtained from
inelastic neutron-scattering data. Supposing that the in-
teraction of the optical center with such phonons has the
phonon-frequency dependence ( ~w~ '

) typical for the
optical phonon, he showed that Av» has the approxi-
mately quadratic temperature dependence down to 40 K
and it varies more rapidly at lower temperatures. This re-
sult is fairly consistent with the experimental data on the
Eu +-doped glasses, ' ' *" especially if we consider the
contribution from the center-TLS interaction at lower
temperatures. If the participation of the nonacoustic
low-frequency phonons is dominant, the long-wavelength
approximation assumed in the above discussion is not ap-
propriate. It will be reasonable that the interaction of the
rare-earth ion with such phonons is expressed in terms of
a power series of the amplitude of the lattice vibration in-
stead of the dynamical strain. If we regard V'"' in the
expression (1) as the nth order expan-sion coefficient of V
with respect to the amplitude a, this revision only leads
to the change of the values of X and Y in the above calcu-
lations. Therefore, as far as the Eu +-site dependence of
V2p and also that of the density of states of phonons to
interact with rare-earth ions are negligible, the above dis-
cussion holds true for the case of the coupling of the
rare-earth ion with nonacoustic phonons.

The homogeneous width of the Dp- Fp transition of
the Sm ion doped into Auoride glass has a nearly quad-
ratic dependence on temperature in the 30—300 K
range. Furthermore, at 77 K, hv&, varies approxi-
mately linearly with the transition energy and ions with
higher transition energies have larger homogeneous
widths. We previously showed that the Dp- Fp transi-
tion energy in this sample is determined by the axial
second-order crystal-field parameter B2p and that the
higher Dp- Fp transition energy corresponds to the
larger ~820~. These properties are the same as those of
the Dp- Fp transition of Eu + in glasses. Thus the above
wavelength dependence of Avz, of the Dp Fp transi-
tion of Sm + in fluoride glass is considered to be ex-
plained again by the above mechanism due to the J mix-
ing of F2 into Fp.

B. Dephasing
due to the optically active ion-TLS interaction

By transient hole-burning spectroscopy at liquid-He
temperature, Schmidt, Macfarlane, and Volker observed
a linear relation between Av» and the transition energy,
which is similar to that observed at room temperature,
for the Dp- Fp transition of Eu + in silicate glass. At
such low temperatures, the homogeneous width shows a
linear temperature dependence, "' which can be ex-
plained by the interaction between the optical center and
the TLS. ' ' In the case of Nd +-doped glass, the
elastic dipole-dipole interaction was estimated to be dom-
inant as the center-TLS interaction compared with the
electrostatic multipolar interaction and the direct cou-
pling between the rare-earth ion and the strain field
through the spin-orbit interaction. ' Although the elastic
dipole-dipole interaction is different from the electric
dipole-dipole interaction, we show that the wavelength
dependence of Av&, of the Dp- Fp line of Eu + in sili-
cate glass at low temperatures can be explained by taking
into account the J-mixing effect on the electric dipole-
dipole interaction between the center and TLS's. We
adopt the spectral diffusion model, in which the spectral
line broadens on account of the rapid change in the tran-
sition energy of the center caused by the random Aip be-
tween the metastable states of the TLS. Then Av» is
proportional to the square of the shift in the optical fre-
quency caused by the Aip of the TLS. The spectral
diffusion was not observed at liquid-He temperature in
the temporal range between 10 and 10 s for the
Dp- Fp transition of the Eu +-doped silicate glass.

However, this does not mean the absence of the
transition-frequency modulation of a much shorter time
scale.

The shift in the optical frequency caused by a fiip of
the TLS which interact with the optical center through
the electric dipole-dipole interaction is proportional to
the magnitude of the difference 4P between the per-
manent electric dipole moment of the center in the excit-
ed and ground states. Here we calculate AP for the
Dp- Ep transition of the Eu + ion. Since the parity of
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the wave functions of the Dp and Fp states in the inter-
mediate coupling scheme is a good quantum number, the
permanent dipole moments of the Eu + ion in the Dp
and Fp states become zero, when we use the
intermediate-coupled wave functions for these two states.

For this reason, we consider the mixing of the opposite-
parity high-lying states into the intermediate-coupled Dp
and I'p states through the odd-parity component of the
crystal-field potential. Then the s component of bp is
written, by using first-order perturbation theory, as

bP, =
nl a"J"MJ„

[T„'I~-J M (4f [ D]o,'4f [ D]o)—T„'I -q M (4f [ F]o,4f [ F]o)j, (14)

with

T„')~-J M (4f [ +'L')J™z.,4f [ +'L)JMs)

&4f [ 'L')JM& IP, 14f nla"J"Mz )&4f nla"J"MJ-IV' '14f [ +'L] M )
E(nl a"J"M~.) E( [

S+—'L ]JMJ )

E(nla"J"Mq-) E([ +—'L']q, Mq, )

Here P, is the s component of the electric dipole moment of the Eu + ion, and it is expressed as

P, = —e g r, C„(8,, $, ),

where —e is the electron charge. Further, n represents the additional quantum numbers to define the energy level
uniquely. In order to evaluate this expression further, we adopt the closure approximation for the high-lying state
14f nla"J"MJ ), which was introduced by Judd and Ofelt in order to calculate the oscillator strengths of electric
dipole transitions within the 4f shell of rare-earth ions. We use the formula

Z~ (4f6[2S'+1L'] M .4f 6[2s+1L ] M )

Ts (4f6[2S'+1Li] M .4f6[2S+1L]
Q J MJii

3 k / 1 1 3

0 0 0 0 0 0
k X 1=e g 14(2A, +1)(2l+1)(—1) +'+q+'B'
q

—s —
q s

k, q, A,

k k 1
x 3 l 3

.&nllrl4f & &f4[6"' +' L'], M& I U,
'"'+, 14f [

62s+' L],M, &l&,z,
with

& nl ~rI4f ) = f R (nl)rR(4f )dr,
0

where R (nl)/r and b.If are the radial part of the appropriate single nl-electron wave function and the representative en-

ergy of E(nla"J"MJ-) E([ +'L]z—MJ) and E(nla"J"MJ-) E([ +'L'—]JMJ.), respectively, and U,'+' is the s+q
component of the unit tensor operator U' ' of rank A, . Further, the prime of Bk represents that the crystal-field param-
eter values are obtained from the radial integral for the matrix element of V' ' between the 4f and 4f 'nl states. (It
should be noted that, for Bk~ without the prime, the radial integral is taken for the matrix element between the two 4f
states. ) As a result, Eq. (14) is calculated as

~P, "&4f'['D)ollU'"114f'['D]o& —&4f'['F lollU"'114f'I F)o& (17)

and bP is still estimated to be zero, because &4f [ D]ollU' '114f [ D]o) and &4f [ F]ollU' '114f [ F]o) have the same
value. However, the result is revised by the Jmixing. We again take into account only the mixing of the Fz state into
the Fo state, and neglect the J mixing for Do for the same reasons that were mentioned in Sec. II A. Then Eq. (14) is
calculated as

bP, = g ( —1)q B2 ~ gZ„'&(4f [ F]o',4f f F]2M&=q')+B2 q g Z„'I(4f [ F]2M&=q';4f [ F]o) . . (18)
2&3
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The Bzo term in this expression is possible to be nonzero
when at least one of B&o, B&+$ B3o and B3+, is present.
Some of these crystal-field parameters are present in the
point symmetry Cz„Cz, or C, of the Eu site. Further-
more, the two summations over nl in the expression (18)
are considered to be almost independent of Bzo in oxide
glasses, because the strength of the Do- Fz transition,
which is caused through the same crystal-field terms that
are involved in these summations, is almost constant for
the variation of Bzo.' ' Then, if the absolute value of
the 82o term in expression (18) is sufficiently large com-
pared with those of the other terms, EI', is proportional
to Bzo, and consequently hvhom of the Fo- Do transition
is proportional to Bzo. Thus the linear relation between
Avh, and the transition energy of the Fo- Do line ob-
served at liquid-He temperature is explained well, provid-
ed that the density and properties of the TLS which cou-
ple with the Eu + ion are almost independent of the ion
site.

III. CALCULATION OF THE ONE-PHONON
Eo - F( ABSORPTION PROBABILITY

In the Eu +-doped YA103 crystal, it was shown that
the one-phonon absorption from Fo to the lowest-Stark
level of F, is the dominant mechanism of the dephasing
of the Fo- Do transition in the 60—200 K temperature
range. Here we investigate the contribution of the J
mixing to the one-phonon Fo- F& absorption. For sim-
plicity, we assume that the point symmetry of the Eu +

e, =ii, o&,
'

(0/a, l&+[1,—1&),
2

(e~ 1, 1 &
—~i, —1&),1

(19a)

(19b)

(19c)

where 8=82@/~Bzz
~

and
~
J,MJ & represents the wave

function of the MJ component of the FJ manifold. Qn
the other hand, the probabilities of the one-phonon
Fo- Fi(%'~ ) (j = 1,2, 3) absorption transitions involve the

matrix element ('II~~V"'~f [ F]0&. However, when we
adopt the wave functions without the J mixing as the Fo
and F, states, this matrix element vanishes because
(4f [ F]iMJ~C'"'~4f [ F]o& is zero. Therefore, we take
into account the admixture of the Fz state into the Fo
and F&(% ) states through the second-order crystal-field
potential. We consider only this mixture, because it is
the most e8'ective one from the consideration of the mag-
nitude of the energy denominator in the J-mixing
coefficient. Then the wave functions of the F, (% ) states
are written, by using first-order perturbation theory, as

or Sm + ion site is not C] or Sz. Since the site symmetry
of Eu in YA103 crystal is C„ this restriction is not a
problem in comparison with the experiment in this sys-
tem. Then we can again put Bz+ j =0, and the wave func-
tions of the Stark levels of F& are expressed, without the
Jmixing, as

[&2212,2& —&2 212, —2&],
21

(20a)

(~11,1&+
I 1, —1&)+ &2o~ —

&22 I2, 1& — &20—2 b,2i 10 30 '
h2, 10 (20b)

(~l1, 1 &
—

I 1, —1&)+ &20&+ &2, 12, 1&+ &20+2
' '

621 10 " 30 '2 '
621 10 20 30

Using these wave functions and Eq. (7), the matrix element (4'
~

V"'~4f [ Fo] & is calculated as

(20c)

& +iI V"'14f'['Fo] &
= (&~2 V2 —2 +22V22

1

~zo
(21a)

T

&ql,
I

V"'14f'['F )&= &20+ I& zl (V2'i'&'+V2" i)
v'6

21

1

~zo
(21b)

where j=2, 3 and 0* and Bzz are the complex conjugates
of 0 and Bzz, respectively. In these equations, the
higher-order terms of the second-order crystal-field pa-
rameters have been neglected. The minus and plus signs
in the right-hand side of Eq. (21b) correspond to the cases
of j =2 and 3, respectively. Although the F3 state mixes
into F, by Vz ', we need not consider this mixture, be-
cause (4f [ F]3MJ~Ckq~4f [ F]o& is zero Equations.
(21a) and (21b) show that the probabilities of the one-

phonon Fo F, (%~) (j =1,2, 3) abso-rption processes de-
pend largely on the crystal-field parameters on account of
the J mixing. For example, it is predicted from Eq. (21a)
that the one-phonon Fo- Fi(%&) absorption does not
occur in the case of the point symmetries of the rare-
earth ion site which require that Bzz is zero, such as C„
and C„, (n =3,4, 6).

In YA103.Eu +, the lowest Stark level of F& corre-
sponds to 'II&. The second-order crystal-field parameters
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are estimated in this material as 82p= 45 cm and

~B2z~ =480 cm ' from the energy separations of the
three Dp- F~ fluorescence lines, and the quantity in the
first parentheses of Eq. (21b), Bzo —(&6/3) ~Bzz
( = —437 cm '), is nonzero. Accordingly, the one-
phonon absorption from Fp to the lowest-Stark level of
E& can arise through the second-order crystal-field po-

tential, unless Vz&'O' = Vz" &.

If we also take into account the dependence of V'"' on
the symmetry of the lattice distortion due to phonons, it
is predicted from Eq. (21b) that the one-phonon
Fo- F

~
(4' ) (j=2, 3) absorptions by a phonon of the to-

tally symm. etric mode do not occur even through the
second-order crystal-field potential except for the point
symmetries of C& and S2, because Vz+& for the coupling
with a totally symmetric mode are zero from a group-
theoretical consideration.

Mitsunaga mentioned that the temperature depen-
dence of the stimulated photon echo intensity for the
Fp- Dp transition of Eu + in YA103 below about 20 K

may be ascribed to the relaxation between the hyperfine
sublevels of the Fp state due to the Orbach process
which occurs through the lowest Stark level of the F~
state. The rate of this hyperfine relaxation includes the
same matrix elements as that of the one-phonon Fp- F]
absorption process. ' Accordingly, the contribution of
J mixing is essential also for the hyperfine relaxation in
the Fp state due to the Orbach process via E&.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have calculated the homogeneous width of the
Dp- Ep line of the Eu + and Sm + ions in solids. Two-

phonon Raman scattering, one-phonon absorption, and
the electric dipole-dipole interaction between the rare-
earth ion and the Gipping TLS have been considered as
the dephasing mechanisms. It has been shown that the
wave-function mixing through the second-order crystal-
field components plays the significant role in the homo-
geneous broadening of this line due to all the above
mechanisms.

It has recently been found by our group' ' that the
probability of the optical Dp- Ep transition of the Eu +

ion in various oxide glasses is proportional to the square
of the axial second-order crystal-field parameter Bzp.
The interpretation of this result is that the dominant
mechanism of the optical Dp- Ep transition of the Eu +

ion in oxide glasses is due to the borrowing of intensity
from the Do- F2 (Mz =0) transition by Jmixing through
82pC2p ~ As discussed above, the wavelength dependence

of hvh, of the Dp- Fp transition of Eu + and Sm + in
glasses can be also accounted for well, by assuming that
this J mixing makes the dominant contribution to the
rates of the phase relaxation due to the two-phonon Ra-
man process and the electric dipole-dipole interaction be-
tween the optical center and the TI S. Moreover, J mix-
ing has been found to be essential in the direct process
due to the one-phonon transition between Fp and F&.

Finally, we make a comment from the viewpoint of the
practical application of materials doped with Eu + and
Sm + ions to wavelength-selective optical memory de-
vices. Many groups have so far made persistent spectral
hole-burning measurements for the Dp- Fp transition of
these ions in solids. ' ' ' As a result, materials of
much interest, such as the Eu +-doped Y2Si05 crystal '

and the Sm +-doped mixed crystals ' and glasses,
have been found. In the former sample, very many holes
are burnable at low temperatures, while, in the latter,
hole burning occurs at room temperature. However, a
material which satisfies the two requirements of room-
temperature operation and suKciently many holes to be
burned has not been found yet. Therefore, further devel-
opment is necessary. From the consideration of only the
Fp- F

&
energy separation and the Debye temperature of

the host matrices, the one-phonon Ep- F, absorption is
probable to occur at room temperature. This is because
the energy separation between Fp and the lowest Stark
level of F& in the Eu + and Sm + in solids is roughly
equal to the thermal energy at room temperature and also
because the Debye temperature of most host material is
above this energy separation. ' ' ' As mentioned before,
however, the one-phonon Fp- F& absorption rate can be
controlled by the static crystal field acting on the ions or
the point symmetry of the ion site. By using Eqs. (21a)
and (21b), one may be able to select materials in which
the one-phonon Fp- F, absorption does not participate
in the broadening of hvh, of the Ep- Dp transition even
at room temperature. Further, if we can find a material
in which Wz of Eq. (10) has a very small value because
of the cancellation among the terms in

~

.
~, the

Fp- Dp line of Eu + and Sm + is expected to be very
narrow even at room temperature.

In conclusion, we emphasize that the static component
as well as the dynamic one of the crystal-field potential
plays an important role in the phonon-induced relaxa-
tions associated with the Dp- Fp transition of Eu and
Sm + ions in solids. Our investigation is important be-
cause„ in addition to its fundamental significance, it pro-
vides valuable information in choosing useful materials
for optical memory devices.
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